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Play safely with usPlay safely with us

Thank you to everyone who joined us on the beautiful Ebotse Link's course

this weekend; it was great to see everyone again. 

To ensure that we can continue playing golf, please make sure that you

adhere to social distancing practices and Covid-19 prevention measures.

GolfRSA has outlined their recommended golfers safety measures that

need to be taken before and after a round and we urge you to familiarise

yourself with these guidelines, so that you can beat the cabin fever and

play golf safely at all times. Please view below. 
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Book your next tee-timeBook your next tee-time

We ask for your patience during this time as we accommodate your

bookings and ensure the safe return of golf. Tee times can be booked via

the Clubmaster app, or by phoning the club at 087 285 3557.
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You want easier to useYou want easier to use
 

The improvements required in fairway woods don’t require a consumer

focus group. “Easier to get up on a good trajectory with solid contact”.

 

 

The Cleveland Launcher HB Turbo Fairway Woods address ease of use

by lowering the CoG by 2.2mm. Weight can be moved deeper because of

the face cup and the ultra-light hosel. There’s another benefit and that’s

increased MOI (forgiveness). Together those improvements will make this

fairway wood a much easier club to use with consistency.

 

Fall in love with fairwaysFall in love with fairways
If you’re not confident with your fairway woods, then let’s either not carry

them or change that. The ability to consistently hit a solid fairway wood shot

has so many benefits to your golf experience.

Contact us >Contact us >

http://www.ebotseproshop.co.za/contactus


 
 

You’re going to need spinYou’re going to need spin
 

 

Next time you’re back on a golf course, decide to experience better. Now

we know what a privilege every moment, every step, every shot, is out on

the course, let’s enjoy that time to the fullest.

 

The Srixon Z-STAR offers spin, a lot

more spin when you want it.

Watch video >Watch video >  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=_c1jbTvDtVI&feature=emb_logo


 
 

You drive for more than showYou drive for more than show
 

Yes, the statistics on the major tours now tell us that those with the longest

tee shots are making a great living, but you’re not trying to make a living

from the game. Most of you are looking for a great social experience and a

good or better golfing experience.

 

 

Building consistency off the tee, while finding ways to go further, will open

the pathway to better scores AND more holes to enjoy. It even makes the

walk and social banter more fun to know you’re well-placed.

 



 

The latest technology is part of the solution to a better game, but we also

need to start you off correctly at setup. Many golfers set up aiming wide

right (right-handers). The ball position will likely lower the launch angle

and lose metres. And poor posture won’t make a good rotation easy to

achieve, causing inconsistency and a further loss of distance.

 

Change the gameChange the game
When did you upgrade your game from the tee? If you’re competitive,

then significantly reducing the distance to the hole on your 2nd, changes

the game. If you want to explore ‘further’ AND ‘better’

Contact us >Contact us >

http://www.ebotseproshop.co.za/contactus
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This mail was sent to {{contact.contact_email}} by John Woudberg and is provided

as a service for the members and guests of Ebotse Links and has been supported

and sponsored by advertisers in this email and our partner suppliers. For any queries

contact us on 0872853555/0872853556.
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